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Intro: 

So I’ve been adventure racing for almost a decade now. I’ve been a lot of places and dealt with a lot of 

tough situations.  I’ve won some races and lost many others but never had a reason to suspect that I 

would have to dig so deeply over the last few days just to cross the finish line under my own power.  If 

you look at the results of our race they are pretty underwhelming, especially considering the incredible 

speed of the top 5 teams and the seeming ease of their passage through this course. Let me say that 

those guys are awesome; they were very much into the race part of this adventure race. I promise you 

though; nobody had a bigger adventure than we did. Yvon Chouinard said “The word adventure has 

gotten overused. To me, adventure is when everything goes wrong. That’s when the adventure starts.” I 

think, for the first time, I understand exactly what he means.   

The real reason we all made it across the finish line is because of the incredible group of people who I 

spent this race with. My brother Aaron, a stoic outdoorsman who I tend to worry about as if I were our 

mother even though the last thing he needs in life is my help. He’s the most self-sufficient person I know 

and as we grow older it seems that I lean on him as much if not more than he leans on me. Tamela 

swan, undeniably one of the toughest women on the planet. She’s not very tall but that doesn’t stop her 

from being a powerhouse of energy and good will.  Also she carries enough food to feed herself, the rest 

of the team, and all the volunteers at the TA… this comes in handy in so many ways.  Last and certainly 

not least there is JD Eskelson.  Now we’ve never met JD until this week although he has raced in some 

really big events in the past with some of our teammates and came in highly recommended.  In the 

realm of composure and equanimity JD reigns supreme. There isn’t a single situation that we found 

ourselves in that JD couldn’t distill down to a few simple choices and then calmly press forward, reciting 

his mantra, CFM, constant forward movement.  Not only is JD cool under pressure, he is constantly in a 

good mood and always working at his second passion, photography. All the photos in this report are 

curtesy of him. 



Part I: Water is coming in over the bow. 

“John, we can’t turn towards the shore! If we do the waves will capsize us!” 

~ Aaron Courain July 15, 12:15am 

Everyone I talked to this week agrees that the worst part of adventure racing is the day or two before 

the race starts, the stress of route choice, the brain melting process of plotting UTMs, and the frantic 

process of stowing gear in binds and bags hoping you get a chance to see your loot caches somewhere 

out on the course over the next few days.  We and everyone else just wanted to get the race started.  

Our minds are in control before the gun goes off but once we cross that starting line and your body 

takes over everything just gets easier.  We made our plans, we stowed our gear, we ate some pasta as a 

team and we went to bed eager to be on our way the next morning 

The gun went off at 6 am and the governor of 

Wyoming saw us off. We were on our bikes out 

of the start with a t 30 mile ride in a giant 

peloton out to the first TA. All the teams would 

ride out with a vehicle escort for the first 7 miles 

and as soon as we hit the highway it was game 

on.  As we expected the top teams dropped the 

hammer and broke off after about 10 miles with 

a blistering pace. It was up to us to organize 

those in the mid pack into a functioning pace 

line to start gaining back the ground we lost 

during the initial push.  We mostly succeeded 

given the lack of road riding experience of some of the squads we overtook on our way. Some hiccups 

happened in the wind but overall we gained back some time and didn’t lose too much ground from the 

leaders.  Our transition to the canoes was fairly smooth and we sat down for a 75 mile paddle eager to 

rest up our legs for the hundreds miles head of us.  

Our first stop on the paddle was a pull off on the river where our team had to carry buckets of water up 

a hill to fill an old cistern up on a hilltop where a dismal fort used to be. We used this time to get some 

food down and stretch our legs as we each carried a bucket up the hill.  Back in the boats we went and 

we were on our way to TA3 in a little town called Douglas. We are midrange paddlers and we were 

happy with the progress we were making as we saw some of the upper tier paddlers still working their 

way through the urban O course in town.  We got a chance to see some history as we worked our way to 

an old army barracks, a classic train museum and of course a bar where there was plenty of whisky 

available to racers who were willing to totally dehydrate themselves in the Wyoming sun. We opted for 

the ice tea shots instead and made our way back to the boats.  Having cleared 8 hours of the course we 

were right on the tail of our friends from Outside/Pearl Izumi in a strong position. Half the paddle was 

still in front of us so we took advantage of the time off our legs and kept hammering down food and 

pressing forward. As we closed in on dusk of the first day we arrived at the first foot O course. Two 



adjacent bluffs with 6 optional CPs to grab. We opted to park our boats in the gully between the two 

high points and move for the north section followed by the southern section. Now I wouldn’t consider 

myself a “stone-cold” navigator. I’ve had some success but I need to warm up before I can start nailing 

CPs.  This caused a bit of a hiccup as I led my team down a ridge parallel to the correct one while looking 

for points D and E.  JD and Aaron picked up the mistake pretty quickly and we worked our way onto the 

far eastern spur moving quickly to make up the 25 minutes we lost searching in the wrong spot. We got 

an excellent view of the final paddle stage from high on the hilltop. A 10 mile reservoir that looked calm 

and peaceful in the waning daylight… “This will be no problem” we though… Little did we know. 

We paddled our way out of the O course and moved 3 

miles around a massive peninsula.  A couple teams 

were inspecting it for a possible portage route but we 

thought that might end up going wrong for a bunch of 

reasons so we continued to round the bend as the 

skies went dark.  5 miles down now and as we came 

to an eastern point of land we noticed that the wind 

had picked up and in the clear moonlight we could see 

that the ripples in the water had turned into white 

capped waves.  As soon as we rounded that point 

back into open water things got really bad really fast.  

It was pitch black now and our route was down to 4 miles of paddling left before the safety of land.  

Unfortunately the wind had picked up again with a steady 35 mph headwind hitting us with 45-50 mph 

blasts. We furiously paddled directly south hoping that the dark shadows of the hills in front of us would 

continue to get closer.  Every set of waves we hit would dump a few liters of water into the boat as the 

waves bobbed our bow under the water. In the darkness I knew there were only two options, break east 

to hit the beach that was still in sight or stay the course into the wind and make it through the mile and 

a half of open water to the far stretch of land that we could just barely make out.  Aaron, who was doing 

a great job hiding any anxiety that he may have had had, made it clear that we couldn’t reach the 

eastern shore, even though it was close enough to see in the darkness.  He knew that if we turned 

perpendicular to the wind it would all be over in a heartbeat. I was not so calm.  I’m about 10 pounds 

heavier than Aaron and from my seat in the bow of the boat I was feeling a wash of water come into the 

canoe every 4 or 5 minutes.  The clock was ticking and if too much water got into that boat we would 

never be able to keep it over keel and we would end up floating in the middle of a lake at midnight, a 

mile from shore with no one to help us.  I don’t know what Tamela and JD were thinking but I did know 

that JD was way bigger than Tamela and that meant that their bow was way high up over the waves so 

they probably weren’t getting as much water in the boat as we were. Unfortunately it was every canoe 

for themselves at this point and we mustered enough strength to plunge through the waves over the 

next hour to finally hit a beach with almost no room left in the water filled canoe.  We pulled our boats 

up onto the beach and got a bearing of where we were on the lake. We had made it to within 2 miles of 

the takeout and we could see the lights of the other teams who had already made it to shore. We were 

at the northern most tip of the Bike orienteering course but we quickly decided it would be folly to get 

back out on the reservoir with the winds this high. Our options were to attempt to portage the boats 



through a maze of single track as we tried 

to find our way to the TA or to just wait out 

the wind and bank some sleep. We opted 

for the option 2.  At this point I called our 

race director Mark Harris to inform him 

that we had to beach and that we were 

pretty sure that there were going to be a 

bunch of teams behind us that were 

getting into some pretty serious trouble. 

When I talked to him after the race he told 

me he woke up to my call none too happy 

that we had roused him from the little bit 

of sleep he was going to get over the next 3 

days (RD’s work just as hard as racers do 

while an AR is underway, make no mistake).  He then informed us that as soon as we hung up there was 

a litany of emergency beacons going off from many teams who were getting pummeled in the waves. 

We found out later that one squad ended up swamping and their canoe with all of their belonging sank 

to the bottom of the lake. By some miracle they were able to rescue their Yellow Brick emergency 

satellite tracker and send out a bunch of SOS calls.  They were floating in the water, alone in the dark, 

for over an hour as they waited for rescue. If you were fast enough on the paddle and you got of the 

water before 10 pm or so you had no idea that this disaster was happening. We were definitely jealous 

of the folks who were already on bikes.  We slept under some trees that we hoped wouldn’t fall over in 

the wind and we woke up before the sun rose to get back on the water. The waves were not so fierce 

and we felt good.  Some teams had pushed forward through the waves and made it to the TA but it 

most certainly drained them. We had some sleep and we were refueled and we knew that this could be 

used to our advantage as we took on the bike course. 

Part 2: I wonder if REI will let us return these portage wheels. 

“Hey guys, you know that these rails are really busy today….” 

~Random railroad worker who had no intention of helping us out, July 15, 12:40 pm 

We had made it to shore and quickly got on our bikes. We had a bike O course to clear and not a ton of 

time to do it. We were still ok though. We had slept and we had daylight with us. We are all strong 

riders and this was our chance to make up some ground.  The cutoff at this point was 10 am. We needed 

to make it through the course and be back on the water in order to get to CP 15 with a bunch of optional 

bike points in the far south eastern corner of the course. We made pretty short work of the course. We 

went to the south side and peddled through some of the gnarliest single-track that I had ever been lucky 

enough to ride and then pushed for the north side of the course.  We gauged that it would take 30 

minutes to get off of our bikes and run our boats down to the next paddle section and we barely made it 

back to the TA in time.  We had to leave one point behind us but when we got back to the TA we talked 

to a few teams and found that we weren’t as far back as we thought considering our ordeal the previous 



evening. Many teams were going to skip the optional 

paddle and leave a bunch of points behind so we 

thought this might be a good opportunity to bag a few 

extras and take the lead over some of our competitors. 

After all, we were way more rested then they were. 

This is the decision proved to be the nail in the coffin 

for a competitive finish for us.  From this point onward 

we were no longer going to be racing, instead we 

would be fleeing from the sweeping crew for the next 

3 days. Of course we didn’t know this quite yet.   

The paddle south would bring us to a town called Guernsey and a campsite on the reservoir there. We 

had to do about 25 miles of paddling down a fast flowing river, and after the previous 70 miles the day 

before this seemed like a cakewalk. Of course we didn’t know that there was a single class 3 rapid 

waiting to ruin all our plans just 12 miles down the river.   

 

 

The paddle was beautiful. We were completely alone in the wilderness, no roads in our out of the area 

just a single train track with coal cars moving back and forth all day long. We entered into a canyon and 

watched eagles soar from their eyries as they nervously checked out the new additions to their 

neighborhood. We paddled through some small bumps and felt pangs of anxiety still left over from our 

windy crossing the night before.  Then we came upon a more serious looking rapid.  JD and Tamela 

floated it first and deftly slid right by. Aaron and I followed but ended up taping a small wave with our 

stern and it was enough to throw us off balance and put capsize us.  We had done this before the 

previous day on the river so we weren’t in panic mode as we hit the water. we scrambled for our 

paddles and tried to hold onto the boat until JD and Tamela (who had pulled off to an eddy on our right) 

started  yelling at us to “Get to the bank!!” we looked in front of us and saw a huge standing wave 50 

meters ahead and closing in very quickly in the current. Aaron said that he made a decision to empty his 



hands and break for the shore but I don’t remember weighing my options.  Fight or flight took over and 

before I knew what I was doing I was clinging to a rock 20 feet away from the rapid.  We made it safely 

out of the river but everything else was gone… total yard sale.  The boat got sucked under, the paddles 

reeled in the current and jettisoned downriver and Aaron’s dry bag, along with all of his mandatory gear 

were quickly disappearing around the river 

bend.  We were in shock.  Thankfully nothing in 

this world seems to faze JD Eskelson.  I ran down 

to the next eddy so see if something of ours had 

made it out of the current. JD said that he saw 

our canoe stuck on the shore.  We took the next 

30 minutes to salvage what was left and haul it 

up the steep stony bank onto the train tracks, 

our only path out of this canyon.  We ended up 

with a boat. A set of portage wheels, a paddle 

bag that had a full water bladder in and a bunch 

of food wrappers, my mandatory gear, and 

nothing else.  The only strategy left was a 

portage, a long one, seven miles down active train tracks with no room to wheel our boats on either 

side. So on we went, listening for the shrill squeal that the tracks make when a train is on the way. 

Luckily coal trains are relatively slow so we had about a minute to get off the tracks when we heard one 

coming. At some point along the way a service worker in a pickup truck, modified for rail travel, snuck 

up on us and graciously let us know that we were on train tracks and that trains tend to use them.  

“Thanks man, thanks for the words of wisdom.” With no offer of help he zoomed away and left us to get 

back to the bumpy and slow road ahead. We had to dodge a train maybe 3 times and each time we got a 

friendly wave from the conductor as if this were a common sight. We crawled along until we got to a 

track junction with a bunch of rail workers 

busily moving dirt from one pile to another. It 

is at this point where JD and Tamla’s portage 

wheels finally succumbed to the never ending 

jolts that rattled them after what must have 

been thousands of railroad ties. Both wheels 

lost the nuts that held them to the chassis but 

luckily we were just entertaining enough to 

warrant help from a group of good Samaritans 

who were just about to finish their work day 

there at the junction.  We scrounged up a 

single nut that fit the axel bolt and enough 

wire to MacGyver a fastener onto the other. As we worked on our portage wheels and started working 

out how to get to the next TA word spread to the local authorities that some spandex clad nuts had just 

walked 5 miles down busy train tracks dragging canoes along with them.  “What happened to your 

paddles?” “Where are you headed?” “Do you need water? I can get you some water.” We had 

conversations with the site manager, the local sheriff, and a park ranger who all showed up to make 



sure we weren’t dangerous morons who were going to get themselves and everyone else around them 

killed. “Not us sir, can’t you tell that we are professionals and we know what we are doing?” It should be 

noted that as we had these conversations with the various authority figures investigating our situation, 

JD had a massive hole in his pants lending a perfect view of his butt crack to anyone he pointed it at. At 

this moment he was laying under the boat jerry rigging the wire fastener onto the axel bolt and point his 

but crack directly at the sheriff who was desperately trying not to stare. It ended up being the park 

ranger who was the most help.  The site manager said that the final two miles to the TA had two tunnels 

to pass through and thus we could not continue on the tracks no matter how direct that option was. We 

agreed and started setting a course for 7 more miserable portage miles up and around to the TA, luckily 

the park ranger told us that there was a service access road that followed the train tracks from the 

junction onward and would go up and over the tunnels allowing us a direct route to the TA.  We talked 

with Kyle Peter from AMK after the race was over and he said that he was thinking about popping out of 

the river at just that spot after seeing the service road, cutting out about 8 miles of flat water paddling. 

He and the rest weren’t sure that it was legal so they opted out. “Well well well, looks like NYARA pulled 

it off. Take that winning teams!” 

 

With our portage wheels working again and a direct line to the TA we were moving again and ready to 

never see a yellow canoe again for the rest of our lives. We entered the TA and inquired about our 

standing now that Aaron had no mandatory gear.  We were told that we could continue on so we got 

our gear re-packed and made sure that everyone had a supply of water now that we were one bag 

down.  We got on the bikes and we had to skip the easy bike points because the volunteers were 

already off clearing that stage. We had lost hours on the portage and any thoughts of a strong finish 

now shifted to simply getting to the finish line before the race cutoff at noon on Sunday.   

Part 3: JD tricks a bunch of Boy Scouts. 

“You guys have two choices, either you drop out now or you have to ride your bikes directly to TA 7, oh 

and here are some Cokes.” 

~Friendly volunteer bearing bad news and cold soda, July 15, 8:30 pm 



 

We biked our way 45 miles through open prairie closing in on the centerpiece of the race, Laramie Peak. 

Even in the dying light it was a hulking giant that filled the horizon and no matter how hard or for how 

long we pedaled, it never seemed to get any closer. About 17 miles from TA6, as we worked our way 

towards the setting sun down a long dirt road, a lone box truck approached us coming directly at us 

from the top of the road which we were traveling.  A volunteer popped his head out and told us that TA 

6 was being shut down and if we wanted to continue the race we would have to bike an extra 25 miles 

around the mountain and get ourselves to TA 7.  Although we knew the option was on the table since 

the first disaster on the reservoir, this is the first time a human offered up the possibility of ending our 

so far disastrous journey.  I’m sure we all let it rattle around in our head for a hot second and hated the 

feeling of even considering it. We came here for a reason, and even though our circumstances had 

shifted dramatically, we weren’t about to take the easy way out. None of us would forgive ourselves for 

that. And on the bright side we now had some competition again, of course we weren’t racing any 

teams but we were racing the time cutoff… a much needed incentive. 

Even though TA6 was no longer open, it was still on the way to TA7, we knew there was a Boy Scout 

camp there and a local in a beat up truck said that most likely it was inhabited and active even as late as 

it was.  We had to re-plan our route and refuel so we decided to make a pit stop at the scout camp. 

When we got there the lights were on and indeed there was plenty of activity. They were closing down 

for the season so lots of folks were cleaning and packing and doing all kinds of other tasks pertinent to 

the end of the summer. We rolled up and asked one of the younger scouts if there was any water 

available.  He said yes and told us there was a hose around back. As we walked to the hose JD said “just 

follow along.” (Keep in mind this part of the race remains hazy and this is how I sort of imagine the rest 

of this conversation went) 



JD: “Hey guys, is there any way we can sit inside for a little while under the lights to 

readjust our route?” 

Scouts: “um… sure I guess you can just sit at that table in the corner” 

JD: “Thanks guys, oh is there any like old food you have lying around? Really anything 

will work.” 

Scouts: “Yeah there are some leftover chips.” 

JD: “What about the bowl of fried chicken over there?” 

Scouts: “ummm… yeah I guess we’re done with that.” 

JD: “thanks, Hey does that coffee machine work?” 

Scouts: “Um yeah, do you want some coffee?” 

JD: “Yeah can you make a pot and get us some cups?” 

Scouts: “Sure let me get that started”  

(Time goes by we get our cups of coffee we reroute our maps) 

JD: (to us) “Guys don’t drink your coffee just yet” (to scouts) “Hey you guys got a dark 

quiet room like a toolshed or something where we can close our eyes for twenty 

minutes?” 

Scouts: “A toolshed?” 

JD: “yeah… a toolshed, a shed for tools.” 

Scouts: (to scoutmaster) “Hey so and so is there a tool shed where these guys can sleep 

for twenty minutes?” 

Scoutmaster:  A toolshed?” 

JD: “yeah… a toolshed, a shed for tools.” 

Scoutmaster: (now super suspicious) “well you guys can go rest up in the dining hall if 

you’d like.” 

JD: “Perfect, thanks for the food.” 

(We walk over to the dining hall escorted by what must have been 30 boy scouts 

wondering what we were up to) 

Scouts: “here you go you can sleep here on the tables” 



JD: “Thanks, can you shut the lights off and close the doors?” 

Scouts: “Sure but before you go, here is a box of granola bars, a bowl of apples, and this 

full apple pie… oh and here are some forks.” 

JD: “Thanks, can you shut the lights off and close the doors?” 

Scouts: “Sure, Just check in when you leave.” 

JD: “Thanks, can you shut the lights off and close the doors?” 

 

We grabbed 25 minutes of sleep and in fact those were the best few minutes of sleep we would get all 

race.  We got back to our bikes and we proceeded to make our way north up and around the mountain 

through a tiny hilltop town called Esterbrook. Later we would hear some of the volunteers call that ride 

“soul crushing.” And indeed it was.  A fast short downhill quickly turned into what must have been a 20 

mile climb.  When we reached Esterbrook it was the dead of night, maybe 2:30 am.  Aaron and I made 

everyone stop for a moment to look up at the incredible starry skies complete with a full view of the 

Milky Way.  Of course JD being from Utah and Tamela from northern New Hampshire, this was all too 

common, but Aaron and I are from NJ and we never get to see this. We popped a caffeine pill and lay 

down for 5 minutes to let it kick in. After I roused the crew we were back on our way. JD had gotten 

himself into a little bit of a calorie hole by this time and as we rode towards morning light and TA7 that 

hole began to manifest itself as a bad mood for JD. The only time during the race that JD wasn’t his 

normal, cheery, unstoppable self. We made the TA by 7am and we decided to take a little break to 

bounce back from the misery of the previous night’s ride. The cutoff to climb Laramie Peak was at 6am 

so we had missed our chance to get to the top but at this point we were fighting to finish after all that 



had conspired over the past couple of days so we had a hard time feeling too bummed. We gathered 

gear. Divided food between our 3 packs that we now had and made our way through the heart of 

Wyoming cattle country as the heat of the day began to mercilessly climb.  On our way to TA8 we found 

ourselves dodging our way through an ocean of cattle and feces as we came upon a large herd being 

branded. Nothing like the smell of burnt hair and cow poop to really make you smash on your pedals. 3 

½ hours later we finally pulled off at TA8.  Here we had a chance to finally reconnect with some teams 

and gauge everyone’s progress.  It seems lots of teams were moving quite well despite the heat and we 

even got a bit of downtime as we waited in the ascent lines at the bottom of a sun baked crag.  The folks 

who were running the ropes course were super nice and even let me drink some of their stale coffee 

while we waited for the lines to free up.  We 

really only had time to get CP24 and CP25 and 

we had to make our way out. It was 4:30 by the 

time we were back on our bikes making our 

way north to CP26 and CP27. We were hoping 

to be at TA9 before sundown and since the clue 

sheet told us that this leg would be “Easy” 

riding we were hopeful. Of course “Easy” is a 

relative term and the slowly undulating hills we 

had to incessantly ride up and down made sure 

that it would be nightfall long before we hit 

TA9. 

 

Part 4: TA9 is a box truck filled with misery and despair. 

“F#&* THIS!” 

~ John Courain as I turned my bike and rode as fast as I could in the wrong direction 

TA8 to TA9 was once again a massive undulating climb that was anything but “Easy” riding. In fact this 

was a real problem for us while gauging the time we had left. We were quickly coming to the 12hr left in 

the race mark and our clue sheet had labeled the final road ride as “Intermediate.” What the hell did 

that mean? If what we just did was easy, what was this next section going to be? I pictured scenes from 

Indiana Jones. Pits of asps, Nazis on 1940’s motorcycles complete with sidecars shooting at us, maybe 

even a Panzer sighting us in (hope you saw the movie).  This was going to be brutal. The reality though 

was much different. After a few miles of climbing we reached a dark plateau as the sun began to set and 

we were moving pretty well.  Of course this would all be undone but the enormous, literal, dark cloud 

hanging right above our heads. Now I don’t live in the desert so the scale of what I was looking at was 

quite beyond my perception.  Since I love movies the only way I can think to describe this cloud is that it 

looked like the one that disguised the alien ships that were invading earth in Ronald Emmerich’s 

masterpiece, Independence Day. (See Figure1) 



 

Figure 1: best representation of what the thunderhead looked like from my tired and deranged perspective 

This was scary enough and then Aaron said “cool look at that lightning.” Awesome, nothing better than 

bolts of life-ending lighting to clear up your drowsy brain. Being the coward that I am I attempted to 

convince the team that even though nothing we had attempted so far was all that bright, this would in 

fact be the end of our race as well as our existence.  JD as always calmed me down and convinced me 

that the only thing we could do would be to ride to the other side of the cloud and on to safety.  I turned 

off all of the self-preservation mechanisms that I still had working inside of me and got really low on my 

saddle and road like crazy.  I rode until a bolt came directly down in front of us, and though I knew that 

this was really far off, it registered in at a distance of maybe 6 feet away. “F&#* This!” I turned my bike 

around and hammered backwards, as if there was any safety behind me.  JD caught back up and 

soothed my baby like fears and we finally were blasting off again under this lightning filled murder-

cloud.  Of course at this point a slow leak in my rear tire had decided to speed up and half-way under 

the cloud I was riding on my rim.  Aaron our illustrious bike mechanic made a tube change in 3 mins 

42secs (we were timing). We rode on and as in waking up from a nightmare we soon forgot that we ever 

were under that cloud.  When telling war stories with Mark Harris after the race he mentioned to a few 

racers that the organizers were aware of the electrical storm going on. “Look guys, I can come get you if 

you break a leg but I can’t save you from lighting.” All too true. 

The storm brought with it tons of wind and a sizeable drop in temperature.  We were on our way to TA9 

and closing in fast. Keep in mind that Aaron lost his mandatory gear in the rapid flip earlier in the race. 

That mandatory gear included an amazingly light, super durable, weather smashing jacket supplied to us 

by our good friends at MontBell. Now all Aaron had, were some arm warmers and some facial hair to 

keep out the cold. We needed a few minutes to assess our position, fix a map board, eat whatever food 

we had left, and fill up on water. When we hit TA9 it consisted of a car and a box truck in the middle of a 

flat desert prairie.  The eerie light from the back of the truck registered as a warm safe place to refold 

our maps and down some grub.  As soon as we climbed in though we saw them… bodies, bodies 

wrapped in emergency bivy sacks. Having gone through what we had over the previous days we knew in 

our hearts that these folks had all died from misery and Mark had the gruesome job of transporting their 

sad corpses to the finish line, packing them into their respective gear bins, and shipping the poor souls 

back to their families.  But then one of them moved, just a little bit, and then a groan… What?! “Oh my 

god they’re zombies… AR zombies” The zombies began to talk to us, “You can’t make it man… it’s too 

far…” “Yeah, we are getting a ride back…” “It’s so cold out there…” Our morale was nose-diving, Aaron 



was angry, JD was eating food so old that 

rats probably wouldn’t touch it, Tamela 

was…. I have no idea what Tamela was 

doing, and I was attempting to tighten a nut 

on a map board, which in my state of mine 

was a task so difficult that you would have 

thought I was busy curing cancer.  We 

needed to get away, and fast.  A few more 

minutes and we would have succumbed to 

the sad voices of the sirens in that box 

truck.  We were on autopilot now. We had 

made our plan and we just had to pick the 

right roads and we would be safely on our 

way.  We got ourselves on our bikes and made our way south. We cut west onto the farm road that we 

had chosen to take us out to the Casper Highway.  In an hour we would be moving north on a smooth 

never ending downhill all the way to the foot of the final climb, or so we thought.  Somewhere around 

1am we hit a snag. I have yet to be able to piece it back together.  Our map track shows us doing exactly 

what we wanted to do and then for some crazy reason which I cannot fathom we stopped on the road 

we were supposed to be on and just wandered north, off the road and into a huge problem. 

 

 

 



Part 5: I’ll give you a million dollars if you can guess what JD pulled 

out of his bag to eat. 

“We’re just going to lay up under this rock in a little puppy pile” 

~JD Eskelson 

 

So we were lost, and in retrospect, we were like 400m 

away from the spot we planned on being which would 

have been a quick exit to the open road. But we were 

tired, hungry, and mostly we were worried about 

Aaron’s lack of clothing in the biting winds. Tamela had 

an extra jacket that she gave to Aaron that fit him about 

as well as any tiny woman’s coat would fit a 6’2” man.  

He was cold and I went into older brother protection 

mode. For me the hunt was off and I just wanted to 

make sure I could keep Aaron warm. JD and Tamela kept 

on searching for a way off the bluff but kept hitting dead 

ends. We were looking for a pond or a creek to orient ourselves against but the reality was, in the 

darkness, all the land surrounding the bluff looked like a 

vast ocean.  We couldn’t keep up the search. We needed 

to wait it out. JD found a little cave-like structure mostly 

out of the wind and we took the two working space 

blankets that we had between us and we huddled close 

under them we laid out on some cold rocks and hoped 

desperately that the sun would come up. Eventually it did. 

I don’t think you could say we slept but we did stop 

moving for a couple hours. Even so no one felt better, or 

relaxed, or refreshed.  That night was a true survival 

situation and we just wanted to put it behind us. With 

some light peaking over the horizon we were finally able 

to gauge our location. We still didn’t realize that we had 

veered off course. In our minds we had simply picked a 

road that died out before its terminus at the highway.  

With that being the case JD picked out a corral that we 

saw in the distance and reasoned that there must be a 

road that intersects with it. Everyone agreed and we were off, wandering through the prairie, hoping to 

warm up. Our food was dwindling at this point given that there were no gear bins at TA9 and also given 

the fact that we had to miss TA6 which had a large stash of food waiting for us. We ate some ancient 

energy bars that JD had excavated out of his pack and we started to feel good again. A maze of dirt 



roads and open prairie finally led us out to the highway. “Time to find out what intermediate means.” To 

our surprise intermediate meant an open, fast, effortless downhill through what must have been the 

prettiest part of the course. We were exiting the high desert and making our way downhill through 

endless miles of canyon land and prairie.  A few racers had passed us by in vehicle escorts because they 

didn’t have enough time to make it to TA10 from TA9. We knew at that point that we would be shooting 

directly home and that TA10 wasn’t on the menu.  

 

The last juggernaut we had in our way was circle drive a knee splitting climb that would take us to the 

top of Casper Mountain. At the base of the road, while still on the pavement, we stopped pedaling for a 

few seconds to get some food down before the push. Now we were all running low at the moment. In 

fact I think I was all but empty. JD however, dug deep in his pack and pulled out some foodstuffs that I 

had yet to see attempted at a race. Let alone a 4 day expedition, in the heat. Out came a Ziploc snack 

bag filled with salmon roe. Just a little baggy of warm fish eggs. JD wasn’t exactly sure that this was 

going to be fresh so like any good adventure racer checking to see if his fish eggs were fresh, he just took 

a big bite… nope, no good.  

Our last climb was ahead of us and we had made it in just the nick of time. Noon was closing in fast but 

luckily the worst was behind us and all we needed to do was reach the pavement and we wouldn’t have 

to struggle anymore.  Spirits were high and we worked our way into the mountain top neighborhood 



where we were greeted with multiple confused looks from Sunday brunchers. We ate the last of our 

food, a soggy bag of ramen that JD had cooked up in one of his God forsaken pockets. We finally hit the 

downhill and JD decided it was safe enough to ride with one hand as he videotaped his entire descent. 

Although quite certain we would be scrapping his remains off the front of an oncoming dodge pickup we 

were relieved when we entered Casper.  The race was over…. sort of. One final stop was ahead.  JD 

insisted that we get DQ to hold as we crossed the finish line. We got the ice cream but none of mine 

made it past the doors of the fast food stop. With my brain frozen and our spirits soaring we finally 

made it to the end.  No we didn’t win. Technically we didn’t place but I do promise you this… no one, not 

any other team had the adventure that we did, and still made it across the finish line under our own 

strength.  It’s hard to be disappointed with a good survival story, and yes we will be back again… this 

time with the experience needed to show up as a real contender. 

 

 

 

 


